Search for low-level activity of Asteroids in Cometary Orbits (ACOs)
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Abstract

Observations: The Method

The physical distinction between active comets and inactive asteroids is implausible to apply when the number of discovered objects is on
the order of several hundred thousands bodies and there are just scant observations of these objects along the orbit. Therefore, Tancredi
(2009) has designed a criteria based on parameters associated to the orbital elements, which allows us to rapidly extract, from the large
sample of objects initially classified as asteroids, those which share similar orbital characteristics with comets. These objects are known as
Asteroids in Cometary Orbits (ACOs). From the 300.000 objects with precise orbital elements discovered so far, we find only ~70 objects to
have orbits compatible with Jupiter-family Comets. We are conducting a program to monitor these objects, in particular when they are going
through perihelia. We are performing photometrical observations of them with the aim to detect the presence of a faint coma which would
indicate a cometary behavior, and the reclassification of the object. None of the objects studied presented evidence of such peculiar activity
during our runs and along the period of time that where followed up at Los Molinos Observatory in Uruguay.
Here we present the results of the first 6 months of observations of over 10 ACOs. The observations were done with the 1m telescope at
CTIO (Chile) and the 2.15m telescope at CASLEO (Argentina). Further observations were
conducted at Los Molinos Observatory (Uruguay).

The current observations were conducted with the SMART 1.0m telescope at CTIO(Chile), and with the Jorge Sahade 2.15m
telescope at CASELO (Argentina) between February and March 2009. In both cases, observations aimed to high resolution CCD
imagers: Y4K with 0.289 arcsec/pix (CTIO) and Roper 1300B 0.23 arcsec/pix (CASLEO). The method consisted of photometric
analysis of asteroids traces profiles and stacked images. In the later case, the stacking procedure used the moving object as the
centering feature to yield over one hour of relative exposure time. The asteroid profile for instance, was obtained measuring the
incoming flux perpendicular to the object's trajectory in the frame and then averaging along this trace. Trace images were taken at
full resolution (binning factor 1) and the stacked frames using a binning factor of 2 to optimize downloading time.

Motivation: The Criteria
The aim was to develop a dynamical criteria which would help us to differentiate between asteroids and comets.
As it was already known (Kresak 1979), the Tisserand parameter set an orbital distinction between asteroids
and comets. Objects with T < 3 are considered comets and objects with T > 3 are considered asteroids. By
applying this criterium to the sample of known asteroids, we end with far too many cometary candidates.
We get many objects in resonances and with very stable dynamical behaviour that are typical of asteroids and
not of comets. The developed criteria, based on parameters associated to the orbital elements, allowed us to
rapidly extract, from the large sample of objects initially classified as asteroids, those which share similar orbital
characteristics with comets. As a starting point we considered the orbital element database of asteroids(AstDys)
compiled by Milani et al. (http://hamilton.dm.unipi.it/astdys/). Working with February's 2009 data, it provided
us with more than 340,000 observed asteroids from which, we could perform a selection based upon objects with
small uncertainties on their orbital elements. As a key selection criterion, we filtered objects with uncertainties
more than 10-3 in their Tisserand parameter (T). Thus the criterion for selecting Asteroids in Cometary Orbits
(ACOs) is the following:
A Jupiter's family ACO should fulfill the following constraints:
2<T<3.04
● Out of Mean Motion Resonances(3:1, 5:2, 2:1, 3:2, 1:1)
● q < Q
+HillJupiter
jupiter
● minMOID < 3 & Q > q
or minMOID < 1.75 & Q > qJupiter – HillJupiter
Jupiter
A Halley type ACO should fulfill the following constraint:
T<2
A Centaur type ACO:
T > 2 & q < aUranus & a > QJupiter
An ACO in a JFC type orbit but without experiencing encounters:
T > 2 & q > QJupiter & Q < qJupiter

The Asteroids
Name

α

δ

Epoch Mag. Helio. Dist. (AU) & Sky Motion ( “/min)

2004 LE
04 43 -57 53 J2000 18.2
2002 XF46 05 47 +21 28 J2000 18.9
2001 TX16 14 42 -04 24 J2000 17.0
2003 EH1 02 34 -81 25 J2000 21.4
(18916)
08 06 +17 53 J2000 18.5
2000 ST252 11 32 +15 20 J2000 19.0
2007 TR330 12 58 -17 28 J2000 20.5
1999 HA2 19 10 -11 29 J2000 < 22
(30512)
18 22 -04 38 J2000 18.7
(3552)
13 57 -35 37 J2000 17.4
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Results

Of the more than 10 profiles measured and tens of stacked images, none of the asteroids showed
evidence of a dusty coma or tails, clear signs of cometary behavior.*

●

Where T stands for the Tisserand
parameter, q, Q, qjupiter a and Qjupiter for the
perihelion and afelion distance of the
asteroid and Jupiter respectively. Also
aUranus is Uranus semiaxis and minMOID is
the minimun of the Minimum Orbital
Intersection Distance of the asteroid
among the giant planets..

Asteroid 2004LE R=18.9 Total exposure time 47.30 min

Asteroid 2001 TX16 R=17.0 Total exposure time 50 min

Asteroid 18916 R= 18.5 Total exposure time 50min

Average of 178 images at 16 seconds

Average of 6 images at 500 seconds

Average of 10 images of 308 seconds

After applying this filtering criteria we ended up with 120 candidates, of more than 340, 000 objects in the data base. In March 2009 10
of this asteroids were in a favorable condition while approaching their perihelia, having elongations over 60º and been reachable on Southern
Skies. The first run was granted at Cerro Tololo Inter American Observatories(Chile), with the SMART (ex-Yalo) 1m telescope.
ACO type

Number of objectcs

Jupiter Family ACO
Halley type ACO
Centaur type ACO
Non-encountering ACO

Asteroid 2000 ST252 R=19.0 Total exposure time 56 min

Asteroid 2008 OB9 R=18.3 Total exposure time 12 min

Asteroid 3552 R=17.4 Total exposure time 1 hr 14 min

Average of 28 images at 120 seconds

Average of 49 images at 12 seconds

Average of 56 images at 80 seconds

66
14
32
6

Trace of asteroid 52872. R=18.7 Total exposure time 720 seconds

Averaged trace profile of Asteroid 52872 with normalized

Detail of profile of Asteroid 52872

flux

Figure 1. Asteroid plot in the (Q, q) space. Asteroid data from the AstDys database.

Figure 2. Asteroid plot in the (T jup, minMOID) space. Asteroid data from the AstDys database.
the minMOID is given in Hill radius units.

*Sub products: Although the search of evidence of surface activity in this objects could be considered unfruitful, the labor
also rewarded us with the discovery of 23 asteroids, 5 of which were reported to the Minor Planet Center returning the following
designations: K09E27S, K09E27T, K09DD6C,, K09DD7N and K09DD7O
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